80	THE EMPTY QUARTER
At the point where we had pitched our camp there was, as
I have said, much sand spread over both the bed and the
containing banks of the Wadi, but there was enough of the
latter exposed to show that the channel was about a mile in
width. The banks on either side scarcely exceeded 20 feet,
while considerable sections of the floor were exposed along
the north side, where a chain of gravel and pebble patches
was broken at intervals by narrow isthmuses of sand or iso-
lated dunes. The direction of the Wadi at this point was
almost due west and east, but next day after marching about
five miles on a SW. bearing we encountered the channel again
in a well-marked gravel strip close on our right lying SW. and
NE. It is probable, therefore, that the course of ther' river *
meanders somewhat through what must in its heyday have
been very flat country.
Here again there was a slight dew in the morning and a
pair of ravens appeared to see us off before prospecting our
camp-site for any crumbs that might have fallen from our
frugal table. The landscape now flattened out to an exten-
sive sandy plain, gently undulating and frequently inter-
rupted by wide stretches of gravel. Jafura seemed indeed to
be petering out, and I imagined that we might be entering
the great gravel plain of Saramid mentioned by Major Chees-
man. Yet my companions seemed to have no knowledge of
any such tract though many of them were perfectly familiar
with all the ordinary routes between Hasa and Jabrin. I
wondered vaguely how this could be, and dismissed the
matter from my mind, when the sight of more high dunes
beyond the unusually large gravel tract we were negotiating
showed that in fact Jafura was still very much alive and by
no means done with.
So we marched over gravel and sand conversing of many
things as we went to while away the time, I asked them
about the much-fabledc walking stones/1 of which I had heard
so much at a safe distance from Jafura but which seemed un-
accountably non-existent now that we had actually entered
the reputed arena of their activities. Humaid scouted the
very idea of such things and evidently did not place any
1 See

